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Chess School SA is a leading provider of chess products and services in Adelaide, South Australia
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Should chess be taught in schools?
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This is the website of Chess School SA which is a leading provider of chess
coaching services in Adelaide, South Australia. We also provide wide range of
chess products, see the navigation links at the left. The Chess Shop link opens
the chess product page. On this page you can find for buying online chess
books, giant outdoor chess set, small outdoor garden chess set, mini outdoor
garden chess set, chess clocks, chess boards and pieces, chess programs and
more. We teach chess in ADELAIDE Metro and in SOUTH AUSTRALIAN Country
Schools.
If you wish to start a Chess Club or run a Tournament in your School or Chess
Club you are welcome to download and use Chess School SA Free resources
and learn Tournament rules.
We desire that this website would help us to get closer to our customers and to
serve them better. This website will act as a platform for us to share all our details
regarding our offerings and help customers quickly get in touch with us for all
their needs including sales and support.
In this website you will also find information about Interschool chess competitions
in South Australia - SA Schools Teams Chess Championships, Holiday Chess
Program for Kids, Private lessons, Chess Links from South Australia and greatest
chess sites from Around the World.
By the way please do leave a message in our Feedback Form.
Why are we passionate about chess?
Chess is a noble game in the world of sport. It is the most popular mind game in
the world. The game has been played since the 6th century AD and is still
fascinating the people across the globe and is the subject for medical research
professionals and computer engineers. Chess game in one fun activity that
exercises the brain. Just as physical exercises help a person keep his muscles
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and bones fit and healthy, playing chess helps a person exercise his brain and
keep it fit and healthy. Playing chess will strengthen kids mental capabilities and
make brain a healthy one. A good game of chess is equivalent to a visit to the
gym for having a workout of aerobic exercises. Book your Private chess lesson
today and improve rapidly.

Visit us on Facebook and YouTube

Chess in SA Schools

Free online chess lessons

Chess School SA is provider of chess coaching and equipment to schools,
chess clubs and individuals in Adelaide, South Australia.
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